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Optical tweezers are shallow potential wells formed at the waist of a tightly focussed laser beam, which confine 
particles through their polarizability. It is now possible to load a pair of ultracold atoms into a single tweezer, study 
their interactions and collisions, and combine them to form single molecules. In collaboration with Simon 
Cornish’s experimental group in Durham, we have loaded single Rb and Cs atoms [1] and pairs of Cs atoms [2] 
into the same tweezer. We have studied the rates of inelastic collisions and compared the experimental results with 
coupled-channel calculations. Kang-Kuen Ni’s group at Harvard has loaded single Na and Cs atoms into the same 
tweezer, and measured resonance positions and spectroscopic properties in the tweezer; we have used these to 
determine interaction potentials and study the properties of the bound states, as in Fig. 1 [2]. We have collaborated 
with the Harvard group to achieve NaCs molecule formation both by magnetoassociation (tuning across a Feshbach 
resonance) [3] and coherent Raman photoassociation [4]. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Wavefunction of the bound state of NaCs formed in an optical tweezer by magnetoassociation at 864 G, in 
both (a) separated-atom and (b) total-spin representations. 

 
Optical tweezers offer a rich platform for highly selective studies of atomic and molecular collisions and reactions. 
Configurable tweezer arrays also offer further possibilities for quantum science, ranging from fundamental studies 
of few-body dipolar physics to quantum simulation and quantum computing [5]. They present many fascinating 
challenges for theory at both the single-particle and few-particle levels. 
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